APA Citation Style for datasets - Citing Simplymap data

Background information about your source.

View Metadata

The Metadata presents information that can be used as lead-in material in your text, alternative titles to use in references, and pathways that can provide the location of direct quotes.
Lead-in

Gather lead-in information from the path ACTION > VIEW METADATA (for corporate author go to Help File > Introduction > Support > Citing SimplyMap)

Citations & References

For table notes and figure captions see the sample report provided in the ‘Attributions (citing sources)’ box at the ‘Aug. 31’ tab. Sources named in table notes or in figure captions are not listed on the References page.

In-text

(Geographic Research, Inc. [GRI], 2012)

This in-text citation uses a corporate author [APA6 Table 6.1 p. 177]. Brackets enclose the acronym that will be used on later in-text citations.

References


This reference is for numerical SimplyMap data mentioned in-text. [APA6 p. 211, #54 – Dataset]. Treat category name as a ‘stand-alone’ title, treat folder name as subtitle. Brackets enclose your descriptive label.

Formula: All ‘standalone’ document titles and subtitles are presented in italics with sentence style capitalization. [‘standalone’ refers to items like books, reports, datasets …]
Geographic Research, Inc. (2012). Religion Index [Variable]. In Sales potential [Category].

Retrieved September 12, 2012 from SimplyMap database, Campbell University Libraries.

Treat variable name(s) and location as a part of a ‘standalone’ document, if needed, but it is probably better to state variable name(s) and location as a lead-in in the text.

Formula: All ‘parts of standalone’ documents are presented in roman font with sentence style capitalization. Brackets enclose your descriptive label. Close with a period. Begin the ‘title of the whole standalone’ document with “In.” ['parts of standalone’ documents refers to items like chapters of books, entries in reference works, episodes of a television series, ...]


This reference is for in-text entry for a SimplyMap map [APA6 p. 211, #53 – Map]. Make up a descriptive name for your map. Treat the name you give the map as an article title.

Multiple documents with the same author and the same date.

Formula: Alphabetize documents by title and list them on your references page. Assign a lower case letter alphabetically to the publication date of each reference (place the letter immediately after the date – no spaces – close the parenthesis and finish with a period). Use the ‘date plus lower case letter’ in your in-text citations. The lower case letter will serve as a precise pointer to help your reader find the citation in the column of duplicated authors and dates on your references list. [APA6 p. 182]
In-text

(Geographic Research, Inc. [GRI], 2012c)

(GRI, 2012b)

(GRI, 2012a)
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